New Horizons

Photos: On Class Day 2016, HMS and HSDM graduates began bold new adventures as they officially embarked on their careers.
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A Room of Their Own
Life sometimes takes an unexpected turn, whether you’re a scientist or a nematode.
MORE »

Odor Alternative
The “olfactory necklace” in mice detects odors in a way that may have more in common with taste than with smell.
MORE »

Gut Feelings
Research shows sensory neurons detect fullness and nutrients in the GI tract in surprising ways.
MORE »

Featured Events

06.01.16 HMS Obesity Public Forum. Marriott Long Wharf Hotel, Harbor View Ballroom, 6:30 p.m.

06.02.16 “Radical Redesign of Health Care,” a lecture by Don Berwick. Harvard Law School, Wasserstein Hall, 6 p.m.
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A Leadership Tradition
London Society students keep returning to HMS, creating strong ties and a history of mentorship.
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